Driven by the forces of Love, the fragments of the world seek each other so that the
world may come into being. –Pierre de Chardin
Welcome to the Planetary Dog Moon of Manifestation! This is the tenth moon of the
Planetary Service Wavespell, holding the power of planetary manifestation.
This Moon holds key significance for the repatterning of consciousness on our planet.
Day 1 of this moon corresponds with Kin 1: Red Magnetic Dragon which is also the
lunar eclipse. We are at a new beginning, a Cosmic Reset.
This lunar eclipse occurs 15 days after the solar eclipse which occurred near the equinox
and also brought with it the largest solar storms of this solar cycle. Much is being
realigned and purified in the heavens as on earth. On the planetary stage we are
undergoing an intense reharmonization of dissonant energies. Not only is the entire
planetary matrix shifting, but so is the entire solar system and cosmos.
Everyone and everything is connected, which means that every particle of
consciousness is affected. Our job is to align with the planet to assist with these shifts
that emanate from the core of the earth and the core of our being. Phenomena such as
"UFOs", crop circles and other occurrences deemed as "paranormal" are actually
holographic bleed throughs from other dimensions into our earth hologram to remind us
of a vaster reality of cosmic time.
Dog is the totem animal of the Planetary Moon, signifying unconditional love that
connects us to the heart and the emotional body. In this tenth moon we are called to
focus on the manifestation of emotional healing. Suppressed emotions such as anger,
guilt, shame or fear block our flow of energy and keep us confined to the 3D matrix.
This year, Red Solar Moon, we are focused on purifying all of our bodies (mental,
emotional, physical/spiritual) and thus "realizing flow."
Our emotional body is magnetic and has a direct effect on our vibrational frequency.
Traumatic experiences from our childhood or past lives leave an emotional imprint on
our cellular memory which affects our DNA expression. In this 28-day cycle we are
encouraged to focus on identifying and releasing all emotional blockages in our
mind/body so that we can open to receive the new high frequency template being
beamed to our planet.
In the pulsar cosmology of the wavespell, the tenth position or tone, corresponding to
the tenth moon, completes the first-dimensional life pulsar that began in the second
moon, the Lunar Moon of Challenge. To manifest the challenge this year is to attain
supreme solar healing and the expanded capacity to give and receive love.

